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Microarray technology for genome-wide SNP genotyping has provided a unique opportunity to study common complex diseases through case-control studies. This opportunity also presents computational and knowledge management challenges – the statistical analysis and search for SNP interactions presents a major computational bottleneck in processing the raw data, motivating the need for a High Performance Computing (HPC) based solution. Statistical analysis of the raw data produces an equally large volume of derived data. Making sense of this derived data requires integrating the statistical analyses with information already known to the wider research community, such as SNP location, gene function, gene regulation, relevant biochemical pathways etc. This community knowledge exists in the form of individual expertise of scientists and information deposited in distributed databases and knowledge repositories. Intuitive and easy access to both HPC infrastructure and community research knowledge will be crucial for optimizing new research findings from genome-wide SNP case-control studies.

Many collaborating scientists can access the project workspace. The workspace acts a forum for exchanging information, storing relevant documents and running new computational analyses.

We have begun to develop, in collaboration with Microsoft, the necessary HPC infrastructure. The facility is accessed via a portal site, providing a shared environment through which collaborating scientists exchange results, analyses, comments and documents. The infrastructure is illustrated below.

Users run analyses by selecting appropriate parameter values from the different menus

Selecting the parameter values activates a control workflow that submits a computational job to the cluster, to evaluate the required statistical measures of disease association at each locus.

Once the computational job has completed the control workflow may call out to external distributed resources to get meta-data that helps interpret the purely statistical calculations.

The portal site makes use of existing collaborative technologies such as Microsoft SharePoint

Background
Genome wide genotyping, using Affymetrix SNPChips or Illumina BeadChips, is becoming commonplace. Recent examples include the study of tuberculosis, coronary heart disease, diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn's disease, bipolar disorder and hypertension.
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Future
We will extend the range of HPC calculations performed on the NIBHI cluster and the user-friendly tools for exploring, concurrently, the results data and associated annotation meta-data. Key to this will be the use of ontologies to provide semantic linking of meta-data across different levels of biological organization, e.g. linking meta-data from the molecular level to meta-data and knowledge at the physiological and clinical levels.